Resource Pack

Resources 1 – Table Markers – Cut along the dotted lines and place one on each table
**Resource 2 – Group Cards** – Cut along the dotted line and shuffle into a pack in preparation to hand one to each student that enters the room.
It is 4pm, you have an essay due at 9am tomorrow morning which you have not yet finished. You have to reference and write the conclusion before submitting.

Your sports practice is supposed to start at 5pm and you will have to leave soon to make it. It’s an important game at the weekend and you are keen to make the team, not going could easily have caused you to lose your place. Your flatmate is also having birthday drinks later in the evening which you fear you cannot miss without offending her. It comes to the next morning and you still have not finished, you apply for an extension which you are given, however you are told that your mark will be capped at 60%.

**Using your own interpretation of reflection discuss and analyse the scenario.**
Resource 6 – ADDITIONAL SCENARIO FOR EXTENDING SESSION  Cut along the dotted lines and hand out to the table with the corresponding colour when prompted

You have a venepuncture competency coming up in the next few weeks, you are very worried about it as you have failed the first sitting of your last two competencies. You book many practise sessions in the time leading up to it and ask one of your housemates to come with you to practice so that you can combat your nerves, which you think has been your downfall.
You receive the results of the competency and find you have done very well, receiving almost full marks. You are incredibly relieved, but slightly annoyed that you wasted time agonising without any need to.

Using your own interpretation of reflection discuss and analyse the scenario.
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